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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we explore the interrelationship between the theory of
polynomial ideals and certain branches of analysis including multivariate
approximation theory and linear partial differential equations. Specifically,
we use the perturbation technique from analysis to study the codimension
of a multivariate polynomial ideal.
Let K be a field. In this paper, K will often be the field C of complex
w x  ww xx.numbers. We denote by K Z , . . . , Z resp. K Z , . . . , Z the ring of1 s 1 s
 .polynomials resp. the ring of formal power series in s indeterminates
w xover K. Let I be an ideal of K Z , . . . , Z . The codimension of I is the1 s
w xdimension of the quotient space K Z , . . . , Z rI over K. If this dimension1 s
is finite, then I is said to be of finite codimension.
The perturbation technique for polynomial ideals was used in the study
of polynomial mappings on C s. Suppose p , . . . , p are homogeneous1 s
w xpolynomials in C Z , . . . , Z such that the ideal I generated by them is of1 s
finite codimension. In this case, the origin is the only common zero of
p , . . . , p . Let F be the mapping from C s to C s given by1 s
F z s p z , . . . , p z , z s z , . . . , z g C s . .  .  .  . .1 s 1 s
The algebraic multiplicity of the mapping F is defined to be the codimen-
 . s  .sion of I. Given « s « , . . . , « g C , we denote by m « the number of1 s
common zeros of the polynomials p y « , . . . , p y « . The geometric1 1 s s
  . s4multiplicity of F is defined to be sup m « : « g C . We may say that the
ideal generated by p y « , . . . , p y « is a perturbation of the ideal1 1 s s
generated by p , . . . , p . A classical result states that the algebraic multi-1 s
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plicity of a polynomial mapping on C s agrees with its geometric multiplic-
w xity. Arnold, Gusein-Zade, and Varchenko in 2, p. 85 indicated that the
first detailed proof of this deep result was published in Palamodov's paper
w x23 .
Now let us consider the general case. Given two polynomials p and q in
w xK Z , . . . , Z , we say that q is a lower-order perturbation of p if q y p is1 s
a polynomial of degree less than deg p. Suppose I is an ideal in
w xK Z , . . . , Z generated by polynomials p , . . . , p . We say that an ideal J1 s 1 m
is a lower-order perturbation of I if J is generated by q , . . . , q , where1 m
 w x.each q is a lower-order perturbation of p , j s 1, . . . , m see 5 . We arej j
concerned with the relationship between I and J. In particular, we are
 .  .interested in the relationship between codim I and codim J . Here is the
idea behind the perturbation technique: The codimension of I might be
 .difficult to compute, but the computation of codim J is easier. Thus one
 .can gain some information about codim I through computing the codi-
mension of the perturbed ideal J. The usefulness of the perturbation
technique was demonstrated in the previous paragraph.
How is the theory of polynomial ideals related to approximation theory
and linear partial differential equations? To answer this question, we need
to consider differentiation on the ring of formal power series. Let N be the
 4 sset of positive integers and let N [ N j 0 . An element a g N is0 0
 .called a multi-index, or more precisely, an s-index. If a s a , . . . , a is a1 s
< <multi-index, then its length is a [ a q ??? qa , and its factorial a![1 s
 .a ! ??? a !. If b s b , . . . , b is another multi-index, then a F b means1 s 1 s
a F b for all j s 1, . . . , s. Let K be an algebraically closed field ofj j
ww xxcharacteristic 0. A formal power series in K Z , . . . , Z is of the form1 s
 s b Z b, where Z b [ Z b1 ??? Z bs and b g K for all b g N s . Givenb g N b 1 s b 00s a a1 as ww xxa g N , the differential operator D s D ??? D on K Z , . . . , Z is0 1 s 1 s
defined by
b !
a b byaD b Z s b Z . b b / b y a ! .s bGabgN0
For a polynomial p s  a Za, the corresponding differential operatora a
 .  . ap D is defined by p D [  a D . Now let I be an ideal ina a
w xK Z , . . . , Z . The kernel of I is the set1 s
w xI [ f g K Z , . . . , Z : p D f s 0 for all p g I 4 .H 1 s
 w x .see 5 for the use of the notation I . By the Hilbert basis theorem, anyH
w xideal in K Z , . . . , Z is finitely generated. Suppose I is generated by1 s
w xp , . . . , p g K Z , . . . , Z . Then f g I if and only if f satisfies the1 m 1 s H
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following system of linear partial differential equations with constant
coefficients:
p D f s 0, j s 1, . . . , m. .j
ww xxObviously I is a linear subspace of K Z , . . . , Z considered as a linearH 1 s
space over K. When K is the complex field C, it was proved by de Boor
w xand Ron in 5 that if I is of finite codimension, then I is finiteH
dimensional, and
codim I s dim I . .  .H
This result is also valid for any algebraically closed field of characteristic 0
 .see Section 2 .
Certain systems of linear partial differential and difference equations
arise naturally from the study of multivariate approximation. In the follow-
ing we give a brief description of this phenomenon. Let X be a nonempty
w xfinite set. Associate to each x g X a polynomial p g C Z , . . . , Z . For ax 1 s
subset A of X, define
p [ p . 1.1 .A x
xgA
 .Let B s B X be a collection of subsets of X, each of which has exactly
s elements. Let
A s A X , B X [ A : X : A l B / B for any B g B X . 1.2 4 .  .  . .
 .   ..Consider the ideal I X s I X, B X generated by the polynomials p ,A
 .A g A. We are interested in the kernel space I X . The significance ofH
 .the kernel space I X lies in the fact that it often determines theH
approximation power of the integer translates of the corresponding box
 w x.spline see 4, 13, 21 .
For a subset Y of X, let
B Y [ B : Y : B g B X . 1.3 4 .  .  .
 .   ..The ideal I Y s I Y, B Y is defined correspondingly. In particular, for
 .  .each B g B X , I B is the ideal generated by p , x g B. Dahmen andx
w x  .Micchelli in 11 investigated the relation between the dimension of I X H
 .and the dimensions of the ``block spaces'' I B . Their work was moti-H
 w x.vated by some nontrivial examples in box spline theory see 4, 9, 10 .
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w xAmong other things, Dahmen and Micchelli in 11, Theorem 3.1 proved
that the inequality
dim I X F dim I B 1.4 .  .  . .  .H H
 .BgB X
  ..holds if X, B X has a matroid structure. They also gave a sufficient
w xcondition for equality. In another paper 12 , Dahmen and Micchelli
 .  .conjectured that equality would hold in 1.4 , provided each p x g X isx
w xa homogeneous polynomial. Their conjecture was solved by Shen in 25 .
Shen's work was further extended by Jia, Riemenschneider, and Shen in
w x20 . In particular, they proved the equality
dim I X s dim I B .  . .  .H H
 .BgB X
 .  .under the condition that B X is order-closed and each p x g X is ax
w x  .polynomial in K Z , . . . , Z not necessarily homogeneous .1 s
w x w xAlong other lines, Ben-Artzi and Ron in 3 , and Dyn and Ron in 13
used the idea of perturbation in their study of exponential box splines.
w xSuch an idea was refined in the work 5 of de Boor and Ron, who
 .considered the case where every p x g X is a polynomial of degree 1.x
 . On the other hand, the collection B X could be arbitrary with no
.  . wmatroid structure . In contrast to 1.4 , de Boor and Ron in 5, Theorem
x6.6 gave the lower bound
codim I X G codim I B , 1.5 .  .  . .  .
 .BgB X
that is,
dim I X G dim I B . .  . .  .H H
 .BgB X
 .They also proved that equality holds for this special case if B X is
order-closed.
 .In this paper our main goal is to establish the lower bound in 1.5 for
 .the general case where each p x g X is an arbitrary polynomial. Inx
order to achieve this goal, we discuss polynomial ideals of finite codimen-
sion in Section 2 and study the perturbation technique in connection with
topological degree theory in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to certain
properties of polynomial mappings and algebraic functions. The results in
Sections 2]4 are then used to establish the lower bound for the codimen-
 .sion of I X . Finally, in Section 6, we investigate conditions under which
 .equality holds in 1.5 .
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The major part of this work was done in 1989 and was reported in the
conference ``Algebraic and Combinatorial Problems in Multivariate Ap-
proximation Theory'' organized by W. Dahmen and A. Dress in the
Oberwolfach Institute of Mathematics, Germany, October 21]27, 1990. In
preparing this paper, I was inspired by the work of C. de Boor and A. Ron,
and by that of W. Dahmen and C. A. Micchelli. I take this opportunity to
thank all of them.
2. POLYNOMIAL IDEALS OF FINITE CODIMENSION
This section is devoted to some elementary facts concerning polynomial
ideals of finite codimension. When the coefficient field is the complex field
w xC, the results in this section were proved in 5 by de Boor and Ron, who in
 w x.turn attributed these results to Grobner see 16, Chap. IV . ThroughoutÈ
this section, except Theorem 2.4, the coefficient field K is assumed to be
an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. In contrast to the methods
w xused in 5 , the proofs given here do not require primary decomposition of
ideals.
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
w xIf I is an ideal of K Z , . . . , Z with finite codimension, then1 s
codim I s dim I . .  .H
Before providing a new proof for this theorem, we give two examples to
illustrate its significance.
w xEXAMPLE 2.2. Let s s 1 and let I be the ideal in K Z generated by
j . one polynomial p of degree m G 1. Then codim I s m, because Z : j s
j4 w x0, . . . , m y 1 forms a basis for K Z rI, where Z denotes the residue
j w xclass of the monomial Z in K Z rI. On the other hand, from the
elementary theory of differential equations we see that the number of
ww xx  .solutions f g K Z to the equation p D f s 0 equals m. In other words,
 .dim I s m.H
 .EXAMPLE 2.3. Let s ) 1. Suppose p j s 1, . . . , s are polynomials inj
Z of degree m . Consider the ideal I generated by p , . . . , p . Thenj j 1 s
 .codim I s m ??? m , because1 s
a sZ : a s a , . . . , a g N , a - m for all j . 41 s 0 j j
aw xforms a basis for K Z , . . . , Z rI, where Z denotes the residue class of1 s
a w xthe monomial Z in K Z , . . . , Z rI. On the other hand, f g I if and1 s H
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only if f is a linear combination of formal power series of the form
ww xx  .f ??? f , where each f g K Z is a solution to the equation p D f s 0,1 s j j j j j
j s 1, . . . , s. The linear span of all such formal power series has dimension
 .  .m ??? m . This shows that dim I s m ??? m s codim I .1 s H 1 s
w xProof of Theorem 2.1. Let I and J be two ideals in K Z , . . . , Z such1 s
that J : I. It follows that I : J . Viewing IrJ and J rI as quotientH H H H
linear spaces over K, we claim that
dim J rI F dim IrJ . 2.1 .  .  .H H
 .  .If dim IrJ s `, then 2.1 holds automatically; hence we assume that
 .dim IrJ - ` in what follows. Associate to each f g J a linear func-H
tional f * on IrJ given by
f * p [ p D f 0 , p g I , .  .  .
 .  .where p denotes the residue class of p in IrJ. Since p D f 0 s 0 for
p g J and f g J , f * is well defined. Let f denote the residue class ofH
 . . .f g J in J rI . If f s f , then f y f g I ; hence p D f y f 0H H H 1 2 1 2 H 1 2
s 0 for p g I. This shows that f ¬ f * is a linear mapping from J rI toH H
 .the linear dual of IrJ. Thus, the inequality 2.1 will be established if we
can show that the mapping f ¬ f * is injective, i.e., f * s 0 « f s 0. To
 .  .prove this we let f g J be such that f * s 0. Then p D f 0 s 0 for allH
p g I. Since I is an ideal, for a given p g I the polynomial Zap is also in
s a  .  . sI for all a g N . Consequently, D p D f 0 s 0 for all a g N . It follows0 0
 .that p D f s 0 for all p g I. Therefore f g I , i.e., f s 0.H
 . w x  .Having established 2.1 , we choose I s K Z , . . . , Z in it. Then 2.11 s
 .  .becomes dim J F codim J . Replacing J by I, we getH
dim I F codim I . 2.2 .  .  .H
 .  .Moreover, if codim J - `, the inequality in 2.1 can be written as
dim J y dim I F codim J y codim I . 2.3 .  .  .  .  .H H
 .  .From 2.2 and 2.3 we see that in order to prove Theorem 2.1, it suffices
 .to find an ideal J : I with finite codimension such that codim J s
 .dim J .H
An ideal J : I with the desired property can be constructed by employ-
w xing a technique used in 12, Proposition 2.1; 8, Theorem 2.1 . For u s
 . su , . . . , u g K , let e be the formal power series given by1 s u
u aZara !,
sagN0
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a a1 as  .where u [ u ??? u for a s a , . . . , a . When K s C, e is the1 s 1 s u
u? z  . susual exponential function z ¬ e , z s z , . . . , z g C , where u ? z [1 s
 .u z q ??? qu z . Let V I denote the algebraic variety of the ideal I.1 1 s s
Precisely,
V I [ u g K s : p u s 0 for all p g I . 4 .  .
 .  .A point in V I is also called a zero of I. We observe that p D e su
 .  .  .p u e ; hence u g V I if and only if e g I . If dim I s `, thenu u H H
 .  .Theorem 2.1 follows from 2.2 at once. Consider the case dim I - `.H
  .4Since the set e : u g V I is linearly independent, the number of pointsu
 .  .in V I is at most dim I . LetH
f [ Z y u , j s 1, . . . , s, 2.4 . .j j j
 .ugV I
where u stands for the jth coordinate of u , j s 1, . . . , s. Every f is aj j
 .polynomial vanishing on V I . By Hilbert's nullstellensatz, there exists an
integer n ) 0 such that f n g I for all j s 1, . . . , s. Let J be the idealj
generated by f n, . . . , f n. Then J : I. Moreover, it was shown in Example1 s
 .  .2.3 that dim J s codim J . This finishes the proof.H
w xNext, let us consider the multiplicity of an ideal I in K Z , . . . , Z at a1 s
 .point u g V I . Here the algebraically closed field K needs not to be of
characteristic 0. The set
w xS [ g g K Z , . . . , Z : g u / 0 4 .u 1 s
w x y1is a multiplicative set of R [ K Z , . . . , Z . Let O [ S R be the1 s u u
 .quotient ring of R by S the localization of R at S ; i.e.,u u
w xO s frg : f , g g K Z , . . . , Z and g u / 0 . 4 .u 1 s
 .Thus, O is the local ring of the point u on the algebraic variety V I .u
 4Suppose that u is an isolated zero of I, i.e., u is one of the irreducible
 .  .components of V I . The algebraic multiplicity of I at u , denoted
 .  y1 .m I , is defined to be the dimension of the quotient space O r S I overu u u
K. A proof of the following theorem can be found on page 57 of Fulton's
w xbook 15 .
w xTHEOREM 2.4. Let I be an ideal of K Z , . . . , Z with finite codimension.1 s
Then
codim I s m I . .  . u
 .ugV I
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w xWhen the coefficient field K s C, de Boor and Ron in 5 used another
definition of multiplicity. For an isolated zero u of I, the multiplicity space
of I at u , denoted M , is defined by the ruleI, u
w xM [ p g K Z , . . . , Z : p D q u s 0 for all q g I . 2.5 4 .  .  .I , u 1 s
 w x.The space M is D-invariant, i.e., closed under differentiation see 5 .I, u
The dimension of M is called the multiplicity of I at u . It was proved inI, u
w x20, Theorem 3.2 that
m I s dim M . 2.6 .  .  .u I , u
Thus, the two notions of multiplicity agree with each other. This assertion
is also true if K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
Now let us investigate the structure of I . By the Leibniz differentia-H
tion formula, one can easily prove that for two polynomials p and q in
w xK Z , . . . , Z ,1 s
p D e q 0 s q D p u , u g K s . .  .  .  .  .u
From this formula we see that e q g I if and only if q g M . Thisu H I, u
shows that
e M : I . u I , u H
 .ugV I
Since the sum on the left-hand side of the above inclusion relation is a
 .  .direct one, its dimension is  m I , which is dim I by Theoremsu g V  I . u H
 w2.1 and 2.4. Thus we arrive at the following conclusion see 5, Corollary
x .3.21 for the case K s C .
w xTHEOREM 2.5. Let I be an ideal of K Z , . . . , Z with finite codimension,1 s
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Then
I s e M .[H u I , u
 .ugV I
3. PERTURBATION OF POLYNOMIAL IDEALS
From now on the coefficient field K is taken to be the complex field C.
w xLet I be an ideal of C Z , . . . , Z with finite codimension. Then the1 s
 .algebraic variety V I is a finite set. A zero u of I is called simple, if the
multiplicity of I at u is 1. The ideal I is said to be simple if all its zeros are
simple. A lower-order perturbation J of I is said to be perfect, if J is
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 .  .simple and codim J s codim I . In this section we investigate the possi-
bility of perfect perturbation of polynomial ideals.
 .Let us first recall some useful facts about topological degree theory
w x  .from Lloyd's book 22 . Let f s f , . . . , f be a continuously differen-1 n
tiable mapping from R n to R n. Given a g R n, the Jacobian determinant of
f at a is denoted by
J a [ det D f a , .  . .f j k 1Fj , kFn
where D denotes the partial derivative operator with respect to the jthj
 .coordinate, j s 1, . . . , n. We say that a is a critical point of f if J a s 0.f
n  .A point b g R is called a regular value of f, if J a / 0 for anyf
y1 .a g f b ; otherwise, b is called a critical value of f. Let V be a
nbounded open subset of R . We denote by ­ V and V the boundary and
n  .the closure of V, respectively. Let b g R _ f ­ V . If b is a regular value
< y1 .of f , then V l f b is a finite set, and the degree of f at b relativeV
to V is defined to be
d f , V , b [ sign J a . .  . f
y1 .agf b lV
< w xIf b is not a regular value of f , see 22, Chap. 1 for the definition ofV
 .d f, V, b .
 .If a is an isolated zero of f, then the index of f at a, denoted ind f, a ,
 .is defined to be d f, U, 0 , where U is any open set such that U does not
contain any other zeros of f. This definition is justified, because two such
 .  .open sets U and U give the same degree: d f, U , 0 s d f, U , 0 . If V1 2 1 2
 .is an open set such that 0 f f ­ V and f has finitely many zeros in V,
then
d f , V , 0 s ind f , a . 3.1 .  .  .
y1 .agf 0 lV
We consider now holomorphic mappings on C s. The norm in C s is
defined by the rule
< < < < sz [ max z : j s 1, . . . , s for z s z , . . . , z g C . . 4j 1 s
A holomorphic mapping f from an open set V : C s to C s can also be
viewed as a mapping from an open subset of R n to R n, where n s 2 s. In
 .  .this way d f, V, b is defined, provided b f f ­ V . When f is holomor-
 .  w x.phic, d f, V, b is always nonnegative see 22, p. 145 . Moreover, if a is
 .an isolated zero of f, then the index ind f, a is a positive integer. This
index is greater than 1 if and only if a is a critical point of f see Theorem
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w x.  .9.3.3 of 22 . Thus, if 0 is a regular value of f, then 3.1 says that
 .d f, V, 0 equals the number of zeros of f in V.
The following important theorem will be used frequently. Its proof can
w xbe found in 22, p. 147 .
THE GENERALIZED ROUCHE THEOREM. Let V be a bounded, open setÂ
s sin C . If f and g are holomorphic mappings from a neighborhood of V to C ,
<  . < <  . <  .  .and if g z - f z for all z g ­ V, then d f , V, 0 s d f q g, V, 0 .
s s  .   .  ..Let f be a mapping from C to C given by f z s p z , . . . , p z ,1 s
s w xz g C , where p , . . . , p are polynomials in C Z , . . . , Z . Such a mapping1 s 1 s
is called a polynomial mapping. Let a be an isolated zero of f. The
 .  .algebraic multiplicity of f at a, denoted m f , is defined to be m I ,a a
 .where I is the ideal generated by p , . . . , p . The index ind f, a can be1 s
interpreted as the geometric multiplicity of f at a. Indeed, since a is an
isolated zero of f, there exists r ) 0 such that f does not vanish on
s 4  .  < < 4B a _ a , where B a is the ball z g C : z y a - r . Let d be the .r r
 s < < 4minimum of f on the sphere z g C : z y a s r . Then d ) 0. Given
 .  . «« s « , . . . , « g B 0 , consider the perturbation f of f given by1 s d
«  .   .  . . sf z s p z y « , . . . , p z y « for z g C . By the generalized1 1 s s
Rouche theorem,Â
d f « , B a , 0 s d f , B a , 0 s ind f , a . .  .  . .  .r r
 w x.  .By Sard's theorem see 17, p. 205 , almost every « g B 0 is a regulard
 .value of f. Consequently, for almost every « g B 0 , the number of zerosd
«  .  «  . .  .of f in B a equals d f , B a , 0 , which in turn equals ind f, a . Inr r
particular, if each p s Z m j for some positive integer m , then for anyj j j
  4. s «  .  «  . .« g C _ 0 , 0 is a regular value of f ; hence ind f, 0 s d f , B 0 , 0r
s m ??? m .1 s
w xA proof of the following important result can be found in 2, Chap. 5 .
Here we give another proof based on the perturbation technique.
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a polynomial mapping from C s to C s such that
y1 . y1 .its zero set f 0 is finite. Then for each a g f 0 ,
m f s ind f , a . 3.2 .  .  .a
 .Proof. It will be proved in Section 5 as a special case of Lemma 5.2
that
m f G ind f , u for every u g fy1 0 . 3.3 .  .  .  .u
 .  .Assuming that 3.3 is true, we prove 3.2 as follows. Suppose we can find
  .  .. sanother polynomial mapping c : z ¬ q z , . . . , q z , z g C , such that1 s
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c and the ideal J generated by q , . . . , q have the following properties:1 s
codim J s d c , B 0 , 0 - ` for some ball B 0 > V J ; .  .  .  . .R R
3.4 .
m c G m f ; 3.5 .  .  .a a
ind c , a s ind f , a . 3.6 .  .  .
 .  .  .Then 3.2 is true. Indeed, Theorem 2.4, 3.4 , and 3.1 tell us that
m c s codim J s d c , B 0 , 0 s ind c , u . .  .  .  . . u R
y1 y1 .  .ugc 0 ugc 0
 .  .This in connection with our assumption m c G ind c , u shows thatu
 .  . y1 .  .  .m c s ind c , u for all u g c 0 . In particular, m c s ind c , a .u a
 .  .  .Combining this with 3.3 , 3.5 , and 3.6 , we obtain
ind f , a s ind c , a s m c G m f G ind f , a . .  .  .  .  .a a
 .  .It follows that m f s ind f, a , as desired.a
 .   .  .. sSuppose f is given by f z s p z , . . . , p z , z g C . Let I be the1 s
ideal generated by the polynomials p , . . . , p . In order to find a mapping1 s
c with the desired properties, we use the polynomials f , . . . , f given in1 s
 .2.4 . By Hilbert's nullstellensatz, there exists an integer n )
 4 ny1max deg p such that f g I for all j s 1, . . . , s. Set1F jF s j j
q [ f n q p , j s 1, . . . , s.j j j
  .  ..We claim that the mapping c : z ¬ q z , . . . , q z satisfies all the1 s
 .  .properties stated in 3.4 ] 3.6 .
m  .First, we observe that the leading term of f is Z , where m s aV I ,j j
 . m nthe number of elements in V I . Let h [ Z and let x be the mappingj j
 .   .  .. s   . .given by x z s h z , . . . , h z , z g C . For any R ) 0, d x , B 0 , 01 s R
 .  . ss ind x , 0 s mn , as was computed before. Furthermore, for each
 . <  .j s 1, . . . , s, deg q y h - mn; hence for sufficiently large R ) 0, c zj j
 . < <  . <  .y x z - x z for all z g ­ B 0 . Then by the generalized RoucheÂR
theorem,
s
d c , B 0 , 0 s d x , B 0 , 0 s mn . .  .  . .  .R R
On the other hand, the ideal J generated by q , . . . , q has codimension1 s
 . smn , because
a sZ : a s a , . . . , a g N with a - mn for all j . 41 s 0 j
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aw xforms a basis for C Z , . . . , Z rJ, where Z denotes the residue class of1 s
a  .Z in it. This verifies 3.4 .
Second, since f ny1 g I for all j s 1, . . . , s, we have J : I. Hencej
 .  .m c G m f .a a
Third, each f ny1 can be written as s u p , where u are polynomi-j ks1 jk k jk
als. Consequently, q y p s f n s s ¨ p , where ¨ s f u . Thus,kj j j ks1 jk k jk j j
 . <  .  . < <  . <¨ a s 0, so that for r ) 0 sufficiently small, c z y f z - f z forjk
 .all z g ­ B a . By the generalized Rouche theorem, this impliesÂr
  . .   . .  .  .d c , B a , 0 s d f, B a , 0 , i.e., ind c , a s ind f, a .r r
 .  .It has been verified that c satisfies all the three properties in 3.4 ] 3.6 ,
so the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
The following result is an immediate consequence of this theorem and
Theorem 2.4.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let f be a polynomial mapping from C s to C s such
y1 . sthat its zero set f 0 is finite. If V is a bounded open set in C containing
y1 .f 0 , then
codim I s d f , V , 0 . .  .
Of particular interest is a special case of Theorem 3.1 in which all the
 . spolynomials p , . . . , p are homogeneous. Given w s w , . . . , w g C , let1 s 1 s
I w be the ideal generated by the polynomials p y w , . . . , p y w , and let1 1 s s
w w .   .  . . sf be the mapping given by f z s p z y w , . . . , p z y w , z g C .1 1 s s
If R ) 0 is sufficiently large, then by the generalized Rouche theorem,Â
d f w , B 0 , 0 s d f , B 0 , 0 . .  . .  .R R
This together with Corollary 3.2 yields the following.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let I be an ideal generated by s homogeneous polynomi-
als and let w be any point in C s. If I has finite codimension, then
codim I s codim I w . .  .
It is essential in Corollary 3.3 to assume that I is generated by homoge-
w xneous polynomials. For instance, let I be the ideal in C Z , Z generated1 2
 .by the polynomials p s Z q Z and p s Z Z q Z y 1. Then1 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .  w .  . 2codim I s 0, but codim I s 1 for any w s w , w g C with w / 0.1 2 1
Now let us consider the case in which I is generated by homogeneous
polynomials p , . . . , p , where m is not necessarily equal to s. It was1 m
w xproved by de Boor and Ron in 5 that
codim I G codim J .  .
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for every lower-order perturbation J of I. They conjectured that every
homogeneous ideal of polynomials has a perfect lower-order perturbation.
The following example supports their conjecture.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let I be an ideal generated by monomials Za, a g A,
s  .where A is a finite subset of N . For each j s 1, . . . , s, let c be0 jn ns0, 1, . . .
a sequence of distinct complex numbers. Define
a y1js
q [ Z y c for a s a , . . . , a g A. . . a j jk 1 s
js1 ks0
Then q is a lower-order perturbation of Za for every a g A. Let J bea
 4the ideal generated by q : a g A . It can be easily proved that J is aa
perfect perturbation of I. In other words, every ideal of finite codimension
generated by monomials has a perfect perturbation.
4. THE ALTERNATIVE THEOREM
 .In this section we return to the study of the ideal I X as described in
Section 1. Recall that X is a nonempty set. Associated to each element
w x  .x g X is a polynomial p g C Z , . . . , Z . Moreover, B s B X is ax 1 s
collection of subsets of X, each of which has exactly s elements, and
  ..  .  .A s A X, B X is defined as in 1.2 . The ideal I X is generated by the
 .polynomials p , A g A, where each p is defined as in 1.1 . We assumeA A
that
codim I B - ` for every B g B X . .  . .
 4  .The set X can be labeled so that X s 1, . . . , n . Given w s w , . . . , w1 n
n w  .g C , let p be the polynomial p y w k s 1, . . . , n . For A : X,k k k
define
pw [ pw .A k
kgA
w . w  ..  w 4Let I X s I X, B X be the ideal generated by p : A g A . Corre-A
 .  w 4spondingly, for each B g B X , the ideal generated by p : k g B isk
w .denoted by I B . The main purpose of this section is to establish the
following result.
w xTHEOREM 4.1. There exists a nontri¨ ial polynomial q g C Z , . . . , Z1 n
n  .such that for e¨ery w g C with q w / 0 the following two conditions are
satisfied:
 . w .i I B is simple for e¨ery B g B;
 .  w ..  w ..ii V I B and V I B9 are disjoint for B, B9 g B with B / B9.
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w xIf q is a nontrivial polynomial in C Z , . . . , Z , then1 n
V q [ z g C n : q z s 0 4 .  .
is called a hypersurface. Note that a finite union of hypersurfaces is also a
hypersurface.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the so-called alternati¨ e theorem
stated as follows.
THEOREM 4.2. Let p , . . . , p be polynomials in m q n ¨ariables with1 r
 .complex coefficients, and let W be the set of those points w s w , . . . , w g1 n
n  .  .C for which the polynomials p z, w , . . . , p z, w ha¨e a common zero1 r
 . m nz s z , . . . , z g C . Then either W itself or its complement in C is1 m
contained in some hypersurface in C n.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is postponed. Assuming that Theorem 4.2 is
valid, we prove Theorem 4.1 first.
 .Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let B g B X . Without loss of generality, we
 4may assume that B s 1, . . . , s . Consider the system of equations in the
 . sunknown z s z , . . . , z g C :1 s
p z y w s 0 .1 1
...
p z y w s 0 .s s
J z s 0, .
 .where J z denotes the Jacobian determinant of p , . . . , p at z. Let W be1 s
 . sthe set of those points w s w , . . . , w g C for which the above system1 s
 .of equations has a solution for z. Then, for each w f W, J z / 0 for any
 w .. w .z g V I B ; hence the zeros of I B are all simple. By the alternative
theorem, W itself or its complement is contained in a hypersurface in C s.
But the second alternative cannot happen. To see this, let f be the
  .  .. s  .mapping z ¬ p z , . . . , p z , z g C . Note that J z s 0 if and only if1 s
z is a critical point of f. Thus, w g W if and only if w is a critical value of
 w x.f. By the well-known Sard theorem see, e.g., 17, p. 40 , W has measure
zero. Therefore, only the first alternative can happen, i.e., W is contained
in a hypersurface in C s.
Let E be a subset of X of cardinality s q 1. Without loss of generality,
 4we may assume that E s 1, . . . , s q 1 . Consider the system of equations
in the unknown z g C s:
p z y w s 0, k s 1, . . . , s q 1. .k k
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  .  .. sLet c be the mapping z ¬ p z , . . . , p z , z g C . By the mini-Sard1 sq1
 w x.theorem see 17, p. 205 , the image of c has measure zero in the space
sq1  . sq1C . Let W be the set of those points w s w , . . . , w g C for1 sq1
which the above system of equations has a solution for z. By the same
reasoning as before, we see that W is contained in a hypersurface in C sq1.
 .To summarize, we have proved that to each B g B X there corre-
 4sponds a nontrivial polynomial q in s variables w : j g B such that theB j
w .  .ideal I B is simple for every w with q w / 0. Moreover, to eachB
subset E of X of cardinality s q 1 there coresponds a nontrivial polyno-
 4 wmial q in s q 1 variables w : k g E such that the polynomials pE k k
 .  .k g E do not have any common zero, provided q w / 0. View q andE B
q as polynomials in w , . . . , w . LetE 1 n
q [ q q . E B
E:X  .BgB X
aEssq1
 .Then q is a nontrivial polynomial in n variables. If q w / 0 then for
 . w .  .every B g B, q w / 0, and, hence, I B is simple. Moreover, if q wB
 w ..  w ../ 0 and B / B9, then V I B and V I B9 are disjoint, for other-
 w ..  w ..  .wise z g V I B l V I B9 would imply p z s 0 for all k g B jk
 .B9, whence a B j B9 G s q 1.
In order to prove Theorem 4.2 we need some results from the theory of
 w x.resultant systems see 18, Chap. 4 .
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be an algebraically closed field and u be an
 .indeterminate o¨er K. Gi¨ en an r-tuple d , . . . , d of nonnegati¨ e integers, let1 r
w xK . . . , ¨ , . . . denote the polynomial ring o¨er K in the indeterminates ¨k j k j
 .j s 0, . . . , d ; k s 1, . . . , r . Then there exist finitely many polynomialsk
w x w xR , . . . , R g K . . . , ¨ , . . . such that for polynomials f , . . . , f in K u1 t k j 1 r
gi¨ en by
dk
d yjkf s c u , k s 1, . . . , r ,k k j
js0
the following statements are true:
 .i A necessary condition that f , . . . , f ha¨e a common zero is1 r
 .  .R . . . , c , . . . s 0 for all l s 1, . . . , t, where R . . . , c , . . . denotes thel k j l k j
 .result obtained by e¨aluating R at ¨ s c j s 0, . . . , d ; k s 1, . . . , r .l k j k j k
 .ii If at least one of the leading coefficients c , . . . , c is not zero,10 r 0
then this condition is also sufficient.
Note that the polynomials R , . . . , R are determined by the r-tuple1 t
 .  4d , . . . , d . Thus, we may call the set R , . . . , R a resultant system for1 r 1 t
 .d , . . . , d .1 r
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof proceeds with induction on m. Con-
sider the case m s 1 first. Suppose for k s 1, . . . , r,
dk
d yj nkp z , w s c w z , z g C, w g C , .  .k k j
js0
 . nwhere each c is a polynomial in w s w , . . . , w g C and, as ak j 1 n
 4polynomial in w, c / 0 for every k. Let R , . . . , R be a resultantk 0 1 t
 .system for d , . . . , d . For l s 1, . . . , t, let1 r
Q w s R . . . , c w , . . . , w g C n . .  . .l l k j
 .  .Then each Q is a polynomial of w. If w g W, then p z, w , . . . , p z, wl 1 r
 .have a common zero z g C; hence by Theorem 4.3 we have Q w s 0 forl
all l s 1, . . . , t. If at least one of these polynomials, say Q , is nontrivial,1
 n  . 4then W is contained in the hypersurface w g C : Q w s 0 . Otherwise,1
all the polynomials Q , . . . , Q are identically zero. In the latter case,1 t
 . nTheorem 4.3 tells us that c w / 0 implies w g W. Hence C _ W is10
 n  . 4contained in the hypersurface w g C : c w s 0 .10
Next consider the case m ) 1 and assume that the theorem is valid for
 . m nm y 1. Suppose p , . . . , p are polynomials in z, w g C = C given by1 r
p s c w z a , k s 1, . . . , r , .k k , a
< <a Fdk
where d is the degree of p with respect to z. We observe that W isk k
 . minvariant under an invertible linear transform of z , . . . , z g C . Let1 m
 .a be an invertible complex matrix and consider the linearln 1F l, n F m
transform given by z s m a z , l s 1, . . . , m. After this transform weÄl ns1 ln n
have
p s c w z a , k s 1, . . . , r , .Ä Äk k , a
< <a Fdk
 .  . mwhere c w for a s 0, . . . , 0, d g N can be computed asÄ1, a 1 0
c w s a b1 ??? a bm c w . .  .Ä 1, 0 , . . . , 0 , d . 1m m m 1b1
< <b sd1
n m < <There exist a point w g C and a multi-index b g N with b s d such0 1
 .  .that c w / 0; hence c w / 0 for an appropriate choice ofÄb1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, d .1
 .the matrix a . Thus, we may and we do assume from theln 1F l, n F m
 . nbeginning that c w / 0 for some w g C .1, 0, . . . , 0, d .1
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Now we write
dk
d yjkp s b z9, w z , k s 1, . . . , r , .k k j m
js0
 .  .where z9 s z , . . . , z . Note that b z9, w is independent of z9 and1 my1 1, 0
 .is a nontrivial polynomial in w; hence, we may write b w instead of1, 0
 .  4b z9, w . Let R , . . . , R be a resultant system for d , . . . , d , and let1, 0 1 t 1 r
Q z9, w [ R . . . , b z9, w , . . . , l s 1, . . . , r . .  . .l l k j
n  .  .Let W be the set of those w g C for which Q z9, w , . . . , Q z9, w have1 1 t
a common zero z9 g C my 1. By the induction hypothesis, either W or its1
complement is contained in a hypersurface in C n. By Theorem 4.3, w g W
implies w g W . Thus, if W is contained in a hypersurface, so is W. Let V1 1
 n  . 4be the set w g C : b w s 0 . By our assumption about b , V is a1, 0 1, 0
hypersurface in C n. By Theorem 4.3, W _ V : W. It follows that1
C n _ W : C n _ W j V . .1
Thus, if C n _ W is contained in a hypersurface, so is C n _ W. This finishes1
the induction procedure.
In the rest of this section we discuss an interesting application of the
alternative theorem to the study of algebraic functions, which will be
needed later. Let us recall some elementary facts about algebraic functions
w xfrom 1, pp. 283]306 . In the sequel, by a region we mean a connected
open set. An analytic function f defined on a region V : C constitutes a
 .  .function element, denoted f , V . Two function elements f , V and1 1
 .  .f , V are said to be equivalent if f , V is an analytic continuation of2 2 2 2
 .f , V . The equivalence classes are called global analytic functions. The1 1
 .global analytic function determined by a function element f , V will be
 .denoted by f, and f , V is also referred to as a branch of f. A global
analytic function f is called an algebraic function if all its function
 .   . .elements f , V satisfy a relation P f z , z s 0 in V, where P is a
nontrivial polynomial in two complex variables. Because of the perma-
 w x.nence of functional relations see 1, p. 288 , in order that f be an
algebraic function it is sufficient to assume that one of its branches
satisfies the above relation.
LEMMA 4.4. Let f be a holomorphic mapping from C s to C s, and let c
s  .be a holomorphic mapping from a region V in C to C . If c z is a regular
¨alue of f for e¨ery z g V, and if D is a simply connected region contained in
s  .  .V, then for e¨ery choice of points z g D and z g C with c z s f z0 0 0 0
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there exists precisely one holomorphic mapping x : D ª C s such that c s
 .f ( x and x z s z . If , in addition, f and c are polynomial mappings,0 0
then in the representation
x z s f z , . . . , f z , z g D , 4.1 .  .  .  . .1 s
 .  .each f , D j s 1, . . . , s is a branch of an algebraic function with noj
singularities in V.
w xProof. The first statement follows from Theorem 4.17 of 14 . Let V be
y1 .the set of all regular values of f, and let U s f V . Then both U and V
 .are open sets. Moreover, the Jacobian determinant J z / 0 for anyf
 .z g U. By assumption we have c D : V. It is easily seen that the
<mapping f from U to V is a covering mapping. Suppose z g D andU 0
s  .  .z g C satisfy c z s f z . Since D is a simply connected region in C,0 0 0
w xTheorem 4.17 of 14 is applicable, so we conclude that there exists
s  .precisely one mapping x : D ª C such that c s f ( x and x z s z .0 0
 w x.The mapping x must be holomorphic cf. Theorem 4.9 of 14 . Further-
w xmore, it follows from Theorem 4.14 of 14 that the covering mapping
<  .f : U ª V has the curve lifting property. Since c V : V, we concludeU
 .that x , D can be analytically continued along any curve inside V.
 .Now suppose f and c are polynomial mappings given by f z s
  .  .. s  .   .  ..p z , . . . , p z , z g C , and c z s g z , . . . , g z , z g C. In order1 s 1 s
to prove the second statement, we consider the system of equations
p z , z , . . . , z y g z s 0, j s 1, . . . , s. 4.2 .  .  .j 1 2 s j
 . 2Let W denote the set of those pairs z , z g C for which the above1
 . sy1system of equations have solutions for z , . . . , z g C . By the alterna-2 s
tive theorem, either W or its complement is contained in a hypersurface in
C2, i.e., an algebraic curve in C2. We claim that the second alternative
s  .cannot happen. Indeed, there is an open ball O in C containing c z0
y1 . msuch that f O s D U , where U , . . . , U are disjoint open sets, andjs1 j 1 m
<f is a homeomorphism from U to O for each j. Denote by s theU j jj
<  .inverse mapping of f j s 1, . . . , m . There exists an open disk G in CUj
y1 .  . ssuch that z g G : c O . If z g G and z s z , . . . , z g C satisfy0 1 s
 . y1  ..   ..the system of equations in 4.2 , then z g f c G ; hence, z s s c zj
 4for some z g G and j g 1, . . . , m . Suppose for j s 1, . . . , m,
s c z s h z , . . . , h z , z g G. .  .  . .  .j j1 js
 .Then h j s 1, . . . , m; k s 1, . . . , s are holomorphic functions on G.jk
Thus, we have
m
W l z , z : z g G s h z : z g G . 4 .  . 4D1 j1
js1
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This shows that there is no algebraic curve in C2 containing C2 _ W.
Therefore, W is contained in an algebraic curve in C2. In other words,
there exists a nontrivial polynomial P in two complex variables such that
 .  .P z , z s 0 for all z , z g W. Since f ( x s c , the representation of x1 1
 .   . .   . .given in 4.1 tells us that f z , z g W for all z g D; hence P f z , z1 1
 .s 0 for z g D. This shows that f , D is a branch of an algebraic function.1
 .  .The same reasoning shows that this is also the case for f , D j s 2, . . . , s .j
 .Finally, it was proved before that each f , D can be analytically continuedj
along any curve inside V, so the algebraic function determined by it has no
singularities in V.
5. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE DIMENSION
In this section we prove the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a nonempty finite set and B a collection of
subsets of X, each of which has exactly s elements. Suppose there corresponds
w x  .a polynomial p g C Z , . . . , Z to each x g X. Let I X be the idealx 1 s
 4generated by p : A g A , whereA
 4A [ A : X : A l B / B for all B g B ,
and p [  p . ThenA x g A x
codim I X G codim I B , 5.1 .  .  . .  .
BgB
 .  4where I B denotes the ideal generated by p : x g B .x
  ..If codim I X s `, then there is nothing to prove; we therefore
  ..   ..assume that codim I X - `. It follows that codim I B - ` for all
 .B g B. In order to prove 5.1 , by Theorem 2.4, it suffices to show that for
  ..every u g V I X ,
m I X G m I B , 5.2 .  .  . .  .u u
BgB
 .where, as was in Section 2, m I denotes the multiplicity of the ideal Iu
at u .
 4  4Label X so that X s 1, . . . , n . For B s k , . . . , k g B with k - ???1 s 1
- k , let f be the mapping given bys B
f z s p z , . . . , p z , z g C s . .  .  . .B k k1 s
 .The proof of 5.2 is based on the following lemma.
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  ..LEMMA 5.2. For e¨ery u g V I X ,
m I X G ind f , u . 5.3 .  .  . . u B
BgB
 .Indeed, taking X to be B in 5.3 gives
m f s m I B G ind f , u for u g V I B . .  .  .  . .  .u B u B
 .This verifies 3.3 . Hence, if Lemma 5.2 is true, then Theorem 3.1 is
  ..  .  .applicable. Consequently, m I B s ind f , u . This, together with 5.3 ,u B
 .implies 5.2 , and so Theorem 5.1 is true.
  ..  .Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let u g V I X , and let m [  ind f , u .B g B B
  ..We shall use the perturbation technique to prove m I X G m. Ifu
m s 1, there is nothing to prove; we therefore assume that m ) 1.
  ..   ..Note that u g V I X implies u g V I B for some B g B. Since
  ..codim I B - `, u is an isolated zero of f . Choose and fix a neighbor-B
 4hood U of u such that f has no zeros in U _ u for any B g B. ItB
follows that
ind f , u s d f , U, 0 for all B g B. 5.4 .  .  .B B
 . n w  .For w s w , . . . , w g C , let p s p y w k s 1, . . . , n , and let1 n k k k
w .  w 4 w wI X be the ideal generated by p : A g A , where p s  p . ForA A k g A k
 4 wB s k , . . . , k g B with k - ??? - k , let f be the mapping given by1 s 1 s B
f w z s pw z , . . . , pw z , z g C s . .  .  . .B k k1 s
 .Since 0 f f ­U for any B g B, we haveB
d [ min min f z ) 0. .B
zg­ UBgB
< <By the generalized Rouche theorem, if w - d thenÂ
d f w , U, 0 s d f , U, 0 for all B g B. 5.5 .  . .B B
w xLet q g C Z , . . . , Z be a polynomial satisfying the conditions in1 n
 . n  .Theorem 4.1. Fix a point c s c , . . . , c g C such that q c / 0. Since1 n
 .  . < <q c / 0, there exists « ) 0 such that q cz / 0 for 0 - z - « . For
z  . cz  .simplicity, we write I X instead of I X . Correspondingly we write
z  . cz  . z czI B for I B , and f for f , B g B. By reducing « if necessary, weB B
< < z  .  z .may assume that c« - d . Since I B is simple, d f , U, 0 is just theB
z  .  .number of zeros of f in U. Thus, it follows from 5.4 and 5.5 thatB
z < <ind f , u s a U l V I B , 0 - z - « . 5.6 .  .  . . .B
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From the above analysis, we see that if U9 is an arbitrary neighborhood of
u contained in U, then there is an « 9, 0 - « 9 - « , such that
a U9 l V I z B s ind f , u .  . . . B
z < <s a U l V I B for 0 - z - « 9. . . .
 z  .. < <This shows that U l V I B : U9 for 0 - z - « 9. To paraphrase this
 z  ..fact, we say that the family of the sets U l V I B converges to u as z
tends to 0.
 4For B s k , . . . , k g B with k - ??? - k , consider the mapping c1 s 1 s B
given by
< <c z s c z , . . . , c z , 0 - z - « . .  .B k k1 s
z  . < <  .Since the ideal I B is simple for 0 - z - « , c z is a regular value ofB
< <f for 0 - z - « . Let z be a fixed point in the simply connected regionB 0
D [ r eih : 0 - r - « , yp - h - p . 4«
 z0 ..We deduce from Lemma 4.4 that for a given t g V I B , there is
precisely one holomorphic mapping v t from D to C s such that f ( v t s« B
t . tc and v z s t. It follows from f ( v s c thatB 0 B B
v t z g V I z B : V I z X for z g D . .  .  . .  . «
Moreover, in the representation
v t z s f t z , . . . , f t z for z g D , .  .  . .1 s «
 t .  .each f , D j s 1, . . . , s is a branch of an algebraic function with noj «
 < < 4singularities in the punctuated disk z : 0 - z - « . Furthermore, since
 z  .. t .U l V I B converges to u as z tends to 0, we have lim v z s u .z ª 0
 z  ..  z  ..Recall that V I B and V I B9 are disjoint for B / B9 and
< <  .0 - z - « . This fact, together with 5.6 , tells us that m s
 .   z0 ... ind f , u is just the number of points in U l D V I B .B g B B B g B
Let t , . . . , t be these points. We denote by v the holomorphic mapping1 m k
v tk , k s 1, . . . , m.
 .On the other hand, 2.6 says that
m I X s dim M , . .  .u I X . , u
 .  .where M is the multiplicity space of I X at u as given in 2.5 . ForI X ., u
simplicity, we write M, instead of M . Without loss of any generality,I X ., u
we may assume that u s 0 in what follows. For two polynomials h and p
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w x  .  .  .  .in C Z , . . . , Z , it is easily seen that h D p 0 s 0 if and only if p D h 01 s
s 0. Hence,
w xM s h g C Z , . . . , Z : p D h 0 s 0 for all p g I X . 4 .  .  .1 s
Lemma 5.2 will be established, if we can find m linearly independent
elements h , . . . , h in M.1 m
For each z g D , we denote by M z the linear space spanned by the«
 .  z  ..exponential functions e , . . . , e . Since v z g V I X for k sv  z . v  z . k1 m
1, . . . , m, we have
p z D e s 0 for all A g A, .A v  z .k
where p z [ pcz. It follows thatA A
p z D h s 0 for all h g M z , A g A. 5.7 .  .A
Our goal is to find m functions h z, . . . , h z g M z for each z g D so that1 m «
z  .lim h exists and equals a polynomial h in M j s 1, . . . , m and, inz ª 0 j j
addition, h , . . . , h are linearly independent. The desired functions1 m
h z, . . . , h z are chosen by the equation1 m
b bz 1 m eh v z rb ! ??? v z rb ! .  . v  z .1 1 1 1 m 1. . . . .. . . . .s , 5.8 .. . . . .
z b b e1 m v  z .h mv z rb ! ??? v z rb ! .  .m m 1 m m
 .  s .m zwhere b , . . . , b g N is to be determined. Each function h lies in1 m 0 j
M z, so it can be expanded as a power series:
h z z s az z a , z g C s . . j j , a
sagN0
 .  a . a  .sSince e z s  v ra! z , it follows from 5.8 thatv a g N0
ab b z1 mv z rb ! ??? v z rb ! a v z ra ! .  .  .1 1 1 m 1, a 1
. . . . .. . . . .s .. . . . .
ab b z1 m a v z ra ! .v z rb ! ??? v z rb ! .  . m , a mm 1 m m
By Cramer's rule, we have
g z . b , . . . , b , a , b , . . . , b .1 jy1 jq1 mza s , z g D , 5.9 .j , a «g z . b , . . . , b .1 m
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 .   . bkwhere g z denotes the determinant of the matrix v z r b , . . . , b . j1 m
.  .b ! . Note that v z s t for j s 1, . . . , m. There existsk 1F j, k F m j 0 j
 .  s .mg , . . . , g g N such that g does not vanish at z , for1 m 0 g , . . . , g . 01 m
otherwise e , . . . , e would be linearly dependent, which contradicts thet t1 m
 .fact that t , . . . , t are pairwise distinct. Fix a choice of such g , . . . , g .1 m 1 m
 .In order to make an appropriate choice for b , . . . , b , we need the1 m
 w x.Puiseux expansion of algebraic functions see 1, p. 304; 14, p. 58 . If
 .g, D is a branch of some nontrivial algebraic function with no singulari-«
 < < 4  .ties in the punctuated disk z : 0 - z - « , and if lim g z s 0, thenz ª 0
g has the Puiseux expansion
`
nriih ihg r e s C r e , 0 - r - « , yp - h - p , .  . n
nsk
 .where k , i are positive integers, C / 0. Denote by t g the number kri.k
 .When g s 0, we set t g to be `. If h is another function of the same
 .  .  .  .  .kind, then t gh s t g q t h . Moreover, lim h z rg z exists, pro-z ª 0
 .  .  .  .vided t g F t h . This limit is 0 if and only if t g - t h .
 .Each v j s 1, . . . , m has the representationj
v z s f t j z , . . . , f t j z , z g D , .  .  . .j 1 s «
 t j .  .where the function elements f , D k s 1, . . . , s are branches ofk «
algebraic functions that have no singularities in the punctuated disk
 < < 4z : 0 - z - « . Let
t [ min t f t j , . . . , t f t j ; 4 .  .j 1 s
 .each t j s 1, . . . , m is positive or `. Using the Laplace expansion ofj
determinants, we see that g also has a Puiseux expansion in D.a , . . . , a «1 m
 .  s .m  .for each a , . . . , a g N . We claim that lim g z s 0.1 m 0 z ª 0 a , . . . , a .1 m
Indeed, this is true if a / 0 for at least one j. Otherwise, all a s 0j j
 .j s 1, . . . , m implies that g is identically zero, because m ) 1.a , . . . , a .1 m
 .Thus, t g is well defined and is a positive number or `. We writea , . . . , a .1 m
 .  .  .  s .mt a , . . . , a for t g . Recall that g , . . . , g g N was so1 m a , . . . , a . 1 m 01 m
 .chosen that g does not vanish at z . Hence 0 - t g , . . . , g - `.g , . . . , g . 0 1 m1 m
 < < < <4Now choose a sufficiently large integer N such that N G max g , . . . , g1 m
and
 4N min t , . . . , t ) t g , . . . , g . 5.10 .  .1 m 1 m
 .Let t denote the minimum of t a , . . . , a , where a , . . . , a run overmin 1 m 1 m
all possible s-indices of length F N. Then
t g , . . . , g G t ) 0. 5.11 .  .1 m min
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 .  s .mChoose b , . . . , b g N such that1 m 0
< < < <max b , . . . , b F N , t b , . . . , b s t . 4  .1 m 1 m min
 . z zWe claim that with this choice of b , . . . , b the functions h , . . . , h1 m 1 m
 .obtained from 5.8 possess the desired properties. To verify our claim, we
observe that
< <t b , . . . , b , a , b , . . . , b G t for a F N. .1 jy1 jq1 m min
  .  .. s a  t j.a 1.  t j.a  s.Moreover, if a s a 1 , . . . , a s g N , then v s f ??? f ;0 j 1 s
hence,
s
a t j < <t v s a k t f G a t . . .  .j k j
ks1
 .  . < <This, together with 5.10 and 5.11 , implies that for a G N
 4t b , . . . , b , a , b , . . . , b G N min t , . . . , t ) t . .1 jy1 jq1 m 1 m min
 .  . zNoting that t s t b , . . . , b , we conclude from 5.9 that lim amin 1 m z ª 0 j, a
s < <exists for every a g N , and this limit is 0 if a ) N. Let a [0 j, a
lim az , and let h be the polynomial given byz ª 0 j, a j
h z s a z a , z g C s . . j j , a
sagN0
It remains to prove that h , . . . , h are linearly independent elements in1 m
M. In order to prove h g M, we use the truncation method. For a positivej
z  . z a s  .integer r, define h z [  a z , z g C . Let p g I X . Then pj, r < a < F r j, a
w xcan be written as p s  u p , where u g C Z , . . . , Z for eachAg A A A A 1 s
 .A g A. Choose r sufficiently large such that r ) N and r G deg u p forA A
 .all A g A. Then we deduce from 5.7 that
p z D h z 0 s p z D h z 0 s 0. .  .  .  .A j , r A j
It follows that
p D h 0 s u D p D h 0 .  .  .  .  .j A A j
AgA
s lim u D p z D h z 0 s 0. .  .  . A A j , r
zª0 AgA
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 .  .This shows that h g M j s 1, . . . , m . Finally, 5.9 yieldsj
az s d , k , j s 1, . . . , m ,j , b k jk
where d is the Kronecker sign. Thus we have a s lim az s d ,k j j, b z ª 0 j, b k jk k
thereby showing that h , . . . , h are linearly independent. The proof of1 m
Lemma 5.2 is complete.
To conclude this section we mention the following result on simple
polynomial ideals.
 .  .THEOREM 5.3. If I X is simple, then equality holds in 5.1 . Moreo¨er,
 .the ideal I X is simple if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
 .  .i I B is simple for each B g B;
 .   ..   ..ii V I B l V I B9 s B for B, B9 g B with B / B9.
Proof. It is easily seen that
V I X : V I B . .  . .  .D
BgB
 .If I X is simple, then
codim I X s aV I X F aV I B F codim I B . .  .  .  . .  .  .  . 
BgB BgB
5.12 .
 .  .This in connection with 5.1 tells us that all the inequalities in 5.12 are
 .actually equalities. This shows that equality holds in 5.1 and the two
 .  .conditions i and ii are satisfied.
 .  .Conversely, suppose the two conditions i and ii are satisfied. We wish
 .  .to show that I X is simple. If I X is not simple, then there is some
  ..u g V I X such that the multiplicity space M has dimension ) 1.I X ., u
w xSince M is D-invariant, one can find a polynomial Q in C Z , . . . , ZI X ., u 1 s
 .  .of degree 1 such that Q D p u s 0 for all A g A. The point u belongsA
  ..  .   ..to V I B for some B g B. By condition ii , u f V I B for any0 0
 4  .B g B _ B ; hence, there exists some y g B such that p u / 0. Let0 B yB
 4  4Y [ y : B g B and B / B . Then Y j x g A for every x g B . Thus,B 0 0
 . . .we see from our choice of Q that Q D p p u s 0 for every x g B .Y x 0
 .  .  .  .  .But p u s 0, so we have p u Q D p u s 0. Since p u / 0, itx Y x Y
 .  .  .follows that Q D p u s 0 for all x g B . This implies that I B is notx 0 0
 .simple, violating condition i .
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6. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE DIMENSION
 .Having established the lower bound for the codimension of I X , we
 .would like to find a sharp upper bound for it. In the case when I X is not
w xsimple, de Boor and Ron indicated in Example 6.5 of 5 that equality
 .  .might not hold in 5.1 . However, when X, B is a matroid, a sharp upper
  ..bound for codim I X is available. This kind of study was initiated by
w xDahmen and Micchelli in 11 .
w x  .Let us recall from 26, p. 8 that X, B is a matroid if and only if the
following base-change property is satisfied: For B , B g B and y g B _1 2 1
 .B , there exists x g B _ B such that B _ y j x g B. A subset E of X2 2 1 1
is called a spanning set if E includes some B g B; otherwise, E is called a
 .  .  .nonspanning set. For Y : X, let B Y be defined as in 1.3 . By H Y we
denote the collection of all maximally nonspanning subsets of Y.
w xThe dimension problem studied in 11 can be described as follows.
 .  .Given a linear space S over some field , we denote by L S the set of all
linear mappings from S to itself. Associate to each x g X a linear
 .  .mapping l g L S . The linear mappings l x g X are assumed tox x
commute with each other:
l l s l l , x , y g X .x y y x
Thus, the product
l [ l , A : X ,A x
xgA
  ..  .is well defined. Let A s A X, B X be defined as in 1.2 . We are
interested in the dimension of the joint kernel
K X [ ker l . . F A
AgA
 .For any subset Y of X, K Y is defined accordingly. In particular, for each
 .B g B the kernel space K B is just F ker l . The kernel spacex g B x
 .I X discussed in Section 1 is a special but important example of thisH
general situation. In that case, S is the linear space of all formal power
 .series in s indeterminates, and each l is a differential operator p Dx x
induced by a polynomial p in s variables. Dahmen and Micchelli inx
w xTheorem 3.3 of 11 established the following theorem on the dimension of
 .K X .
 .THEOREM 6.1. If X, B is a matroid, then
dim K X F dim K B . 6.1 .  .  .
BgB
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By taking a closer look into their proof, I found that Theorem 6.1 could
be extended as follows.
 .THEOREM 6.2. The inequality 6.1 is ¨alid, pro¨ided that for any subset Y
 .of X with a B Y ) 1 there exists a y g Y such that
 .i Y _ y is a spanning set, and
 .  .  .ii for any H , H g H Y _ y with H / H , H l H j y is a1 2 1 2 1 2
nonspanning set.
 .Proof. The proof proceeds with induction on aX. If a B X F 1, then
 .6.1 holds trivially. In particular, this is true when aX F s. Now assume
 .that aX ) s and a B X ) 1. Pick y g X such that the above conditions
 .  .i and ii are satisfied for Y s X. Consider the linear mapping T from
 .  .K X to  K H j y given byH g H  X _ y .
T : f ¬ L f . .X _ y _ H  .HgH X_y
 .The kernel of T is K X _ y . Hence we have
dim K X F dim K X _ y q dim K H j y . .  .  .
 .HgH X_y
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, it follows that
dim K X F K B q dim K B . 6.2 .  .  .  .  
 .  .  .BgB X_y HgH X_y BgB Hjy
 .  .If H and H are two different elements of H X _ y , then by ii the set1 2
 .  .  .H j y l H j y s H l H j y is a nonspanning one; hence,1 2 1 2
B H j y l B H j y s B. .  .1 2
This shows that
B s B X _ y j B H j y .  .D
 .HgH X_y
 .is a disjoint union. Therefore, the right-hand side of 6.2 equals
 . K B , and the proof of the theorem is complete.B g B
Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 5.1 together yield the following.
THEOREM 6.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.2,
codim I X s codim I B . .  . .  .
BgB
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w xTheorems 6.2 and 6.3 were reported in 19 . It was also pointed out in
w x19 that Theorem 6.2 is a true generalization of Theorem 6.1.
 . w xCondition ii in Theorem 6.2 is called the intersection condition. In 6 ,
de Boor, Ron, and Shen proved that the intersection condition is equiva-
 w xlent to having y replaceable in B see 6 for the definition of replaceabil-
.  .  .ity . If X, B satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 6.2, then X, B is
called fair by them.
w xFinally, we remark that Theorem 8.10 of 6 gives a better result than
Theorem 6.3 of this paper. Also, using the Ext functor from homological
w xalgebra, Dahmen, Dress, and Micchelli in 7 studied the dimension
w xproblem comprehensively. In both 6, 7 , however, some conditions involv-
ing B must be imposed. In contrast to their work, the lower bound for
 .codim I established in Theorem 5.1 of this paper is valid for an arbitrary
 .B as long as each B g B has s elements .
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